New Materials at the Marshall-Lyon County Library

Fiction

• Bradley, Alan. *As Chimney Sweepers Come to Dust: A Flavia de Luce Novel*
• Cabot, Amanda. *Waiting for Spring* (Westward Winds, 2) Large Print
• Clare, Alys. *Blood of the South: An Aelf Fen Mystery*
• Cutler, Judith. *Death in Elysium: A Jodie Welsh Mystery*
• Eicher, Jerry S. *Katie’s Journey to Love* (Emma Raber’s Daughter, 2) Large Print
• Ellis, Mary. *Love Comes to Paradise* (New Beginnings, 2) Large Print
• Graham, L.T. *The Blue Journal: A Detective Anthony Walker Novel*
• Johnston, Tim. *Descent*
• Kellerman, Jonathan. *Motive*
• Lloyd, Catherine. *Death Comes to London*
• McCord, Kate. *Farewell, Four Waters—One Aid Worker’s Sudden Escape From Afghanistan: A Novel*
• Morrow, James. *Galapagos Regained*
• Walton, Jo. *The Just City* (Science Fiction/ Fantasy)
• White, Randy Wayne. *Ten Thousand Islands*

Non-Fiction

• Beckert, Sven. *Empire of Cotton: A Global History*
• Giramonti, Lisa Borgnes. *Novel Interiors: Living in Enchanted Rooms Inspired by Literature*
• Ritz, David. *Respect: The Life of Aretha Franklin*

Teen

• Fraction, Matt. *Hawkeye: My Life as a Weapon*
• O’Brien, Caragh M. *Promised* (The Birthmarked Trilogy, 3)
• Patterson, James and Emily Raymond. *Witch and Wizard* Series, 1-5
• Yabuki, Kentaro. *Black Cat* (Shonen Jump Manga, 12-15)

Picture Books

• Donofrio, Beverly. *Where’s Mommy?* (illustrated by Barbara McClintock)
• Gibbons, Gail. *The Vegetables We Eat*
• Grill, William. *Shackleton’s Journey*
• Harris, Robie H. *What’s So Yummy? All About Eating Well and Feeling Good* (illustrated by Nadine Bernard Westcott)
• Hillenbrand, Will. *Snowman’s Story*
• Kanevsky, Polly. *Here is the Baby* (illustrated by Taeeun Yoo)
• Kuipers, Alice and Bethanie Deeney Murguia. *Violet and Victor Write the Best-Ever-Bookworm Book*
• Kulling, Monica. *Going Up! Elisha Otis’s Trip to the Top* (illustrated by David Parkins)
• Kulling, Monica. *All Aboard! Elijah McCoy’s Steam Engine* (illustrated by Bill Slavin)
• Rosenstock, Barb. *The Noisy Paint Box: The Colors and Sounds of Kandinsky’s Abstract Art* (illustrated by Mary Grandpre)
• Ross, Fiona. *Chilly Milly Moo*
• Schoonmaker, Elizabeth. *Square Cat ABC*
• Thong, Roseanne Greenfield. *Noodle Magic* (illustrated by Meilo So)
• White, Diane and Beth Krommes. *Blue on Blue*

**Audio Books**

• Baldacci, David. *The Escape* (MP3-CD)
  
  Volume 2—*The Middle Ages* (From the Fall of Rome to the Rise of the Renaissance)

  Volume 3—*Early Modern Times* (From Elizabeth I to the Forty-Niners)

  Volume 4—*The Modern Age* (From Victoria’s Empire to the End of the USSR)

• Carroll, Lewis. *Adventures in Wonderland* (CD read by Jim Dale)
• Carter, Ally. *I’d Tell You I Love You, but Then I’d Have to Kill You* (CD)
• Gaffigan, Jim. *Food: A Love Story* (CD)
• Gwynne, S.C. *Rebel Yell: The Violence, Passion, and Redemption of Stonewall Jackson* (CD read by Cotter Smith)
• Nelson, Jandy. *I’ll Give You The Sun* (MP3-CD) Teen
• Preston, Douglas and Lincoln Child. *Blue Labyrinth* (MP3-CD)
• Reagan, Ronald. *An American Life: The Autobiography* (CD read by the author)

**DVD**

• *Poirot* (Series 5)
• *The West Wing* (Season 3)
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